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The term foreword is admittedly misleading! So for those expecting a more tradi-

tional one, we are willing to make a concession: this brochure contains a fascinating 

introduction to over nineteen years of pioneering work in the area of real estate 

marketing. And it is truly our pleasure. After all, rigorous transparency is one of our 

guiding principles.

What can you expect a passionate partner to create, one who is in love with your 

project and applies the same fervour to address each and every detail? You will find 

the answers in this brochure, as it reflects the vision of Mirko Friebös and the entire 

DETAILLIEBE team. The vision of setting new standards in the real estate marketing 

industry and then consistently raising the bar. Building a team that applies marketing 

tools with the utmost precision, in eye-catching quality and with immense passion 

to turn every building project into a unique undertaking will automatically place you 

at the vanguard of the industry.

Since 2004, outstanding real estate projects have been created in close coopera-

tion with project developers and property developers throughout Germany and the 

world. And they are impressively cited in our testimonials.

Working with DETAILLIEBE means sustainable construction – with processes that 

are conceived beyond the usual methods. It is certainly possible that we will use 

ideas that quite self-evidently transform instruments such as ESG procedures and 

the IDW S4 standard into marketing strategies.

Attention to detail and the uncompromising drive to achieve only the best – from the 

first unit sold to the last: these are the distinctive hallmarks of DETAILLIEBE!

WORDFORE-EVERY VISION 
BEGINS WITH 
THE FIRST 
IDEA YOU 
HAVE!

Mirko Friebös 



Our advertising agency has been known for its expertise in real estate marketing since 

2004. Digital media and traditional advertising, branding and eye-catching design worlds, 

photo-realistic visualisations, photography, SEO, feed and text creation as well as IDW S4 

standard – we are well-versed in all of these tasks!

 OUR SERVICES
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THE FUTURE 
IS BUILT ON 
WHAT WE DO 
TODAY.

Mahatma Gandhi

OUR SERVICES
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MARKETING

Our agency has gained valuable experience in many industries since its inception. 

Indeed, there is barely a sector of the economy in which we do not feel at home. 

Nonetheless, our focus has been on real estate marketing for residential and com-

mercial properties in Germany and Europe since 2004. 

Whether it’s an elegant listed building, an extensive portfolio property or a high-

quality new build – we are completely familiar with the requirements, know the 

market and deliver convincing advertising media and effective marketing concepts 

from start to finish. We provide all services as a one-stop solution, from the pro-

ject name to a high-profile property exposé and online marketing – all of it tailored 

to specific audiences. Often we work closely with financial services firms and in-

termediaries to develop collaborative marketing solutions, regardless of whether 

it is owner-occupiers or capital investors we are seeking to address.

REAL ESTATE 

WERTWIN - Kaulsdorfer Idylle, Exposé City Invest -  AH9, Exposé

IKS Holding, Image brochure 

IKS Holding, Image brochure 
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WERTWIN - Kaulsdorfer Idylle, Exposé

IKS Holding - Wölkau Castle, Exposé
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DESIGN
Form follows function – we apply this legendary maxim to our products as well. 

Let’s not forget: the first task of the graphic form is to fulfil clearly defined func-

tions, namely to arouse curiosity and to create a visually persuasive impression 

that increases sales and expresses value, irrespective of whether we are dealing 

with owner-occupiers or capital investors. We therefore believe strongly that gra-

phic design represents a promise of quality and is far more than just an artistic 

accessory. 

The design must reflect the quality of a product or service right from the first con-

tact with the target audience. The more premium the product, the more this must 

be integral to the artwork used in marketing. Incidentally – we regard all products 

whose advertising is entrusted to us as premium. And this principle applies all the 

more to real estate.

GRAPHIC
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DESIGN  
IS ALSO 
WHAT YOU 
DON'T SEE."

Walter de’Silva
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Zapf & Flache Notare - Corporate design, Certificate

Zapf & Flache Notare - Corporate design, business cards, letterhead and envelope

DESIGN

A brand requires powerful presentation to achieve any kind of visibility in compe-

tition across all distribution channels. But corporate design is not merely assigned 

the indispensable task of creating brand presence. CD uses graphic features, fonts, 

colour schemes and other visual eye-catchers to establish a direct connection bet-

ween the brand and the customer. Doing so evokes associations, creates an affi-

nity, highlights nuances and ensures recognition in a logical and emotional process 

that we consciously exploit as an advertising agency. 

We adopt a holistic approach when developing a corporate design for your com-

pany. Your goals, areas of business, market strategy and target audiences are the 

real priorities encapsulated in the design and therefore elementary parts of your 

corporate identity.

CORPORATE 
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OTTO Heil - Palais Auguste, exterior visualisation

PROINVEST - old Gotthard school, exterior visualisation

We use every technical medium at our disposal to give your property exposé a vital 

marketing advantage. Included in this is the production of highly realistic 3D visu-

alisations. We use a 2D plan as a basis for creating a 3D model that incorporates 

as many details and specifics as possible. Building on this, we develop a graphically 

sophisticated 3D visualisation that draws on our entire know-how and experience 

in this field. 

Turning the idea into reality
The quality of this graphic service creates catchy visual references and impres-

sively reveals the quality concealed behind the current state of the property in 

order to elevate its visual value. Presaging its final appearance, this process de-

monstrates clearly how an idea is transformed into reality – and potential buyers 

or investors can take pleasure in their plans based on this tangible model.
SATION3D VISUALI-
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ChrEAns Gruppe - LOFT Project Taura, interior visualisation

IKS Holding - Pfaffendorfer Apart, interior visualisation

KWP Gruppe & art-projekt-plan - VIA REGIA, exterior visualisation
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IKS Holding - Kirchstraße Leipzig, exterior visualisation
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Individual and modern web design
We act as a one-stop solution to turn your advertising materials and sales tools into 

works of art. This applies just as much to print products as it does to online designs. Not 

only do deliver visually persuasive results for modern and individual web design – we 

also prioritise ease of use (UI/UX), lead generation, meaningful landing pages and func-

tionality as key features in our designs. For example, a fully responsive design ensures 

that your web presence is displayed and received efficiently across all the different 

terminal devices. We base our web design on current graphic trends and work with 

convincing imagery and design elements to build an internet presence with a modern 

look that accurately depicts your brand.

IKS Holding- Web design and development

DESIGNWEB

KWP Gruppe & art-projekt-plan - VIA REGIA, landing page
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Zapf & Flache Notare - Web design and development
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The internet has become an immensely important sales channel in every sector – all 

the more so when marketing real estate that needs to be communicated to target au-

diences spread throughout Germany. The countless projects we have completed in this 

field give us qualified expertise that we would be delighted to pass on to you.

SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING
We generate a high click-through rate and an excellent performance in Google rankings 

by optimising your portfolio with regard to relevant search terms.

SOCIAL MEDIA
Social media are at the heart of many target group campaigns and customer loyalty 

measures – an area in which we feel perfectly at home.

MARKETINGONLINE-

WERTWIN - Web design and development

PERMISSION MARKETING 
We send your advertising message to specific target audiences. Naturally, though, we 

first obtain the recipient’s permission in order to comply with the relevant data pro-

tection regulations.

AFFILIATE MARKETING 
We use partner sites to expand the scope of customer communication. These partner 

programmes are only remunerated in the event of success.

VIRAL MARKETING 
We use viral measures to ensure particularly cost-efficient dissemination of your ad-

vertising content.

DIRECT EMAIL MARKETING
We target potential customers with newsletters and other email sales tools as part of 

our direct marketing measures.und weiteren E-Mail-Vertriebsmitteln an.

Wipro - Web design and development
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IDW-S4IDW-S4
Fund companies offer prospectus assessments according to the IDW S4 standard 

in order to underpin their capital investments. This marketing tool has been in-

creasingly used in the real estate sector for many years and is also required by fi-

nancial service providers (such as MLP and Swiss Life). They already know that we 

are reliable partners for IDW S4 prospectus preparation and value our work highly. 

These assessments contain rigorously checked information and acquire the status 

of a certificate from an independent body, confirming compliance with official gui-

delines for establishing the plausibility of asset investments in order to upgrade 

the value of traditional real estate exposés. This is the reason why we offer our 

customers the preparation of exposés that comply with the requirements of the 

IDW S4 standard. In doing so, we consult with a specialist lawyer for real estate 

law with a particular expertise in prospectus auditing. We are perfectly aware 

that this procedure creates added value that goes well beyond the conventional 

services of an advertising agency.
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LISTED PROPERTY E9
This property is a listed residential building that was built around 1870 and is now being 

renovated by GfA mbH. The developer is taking the utmost care to create a historically 

faithful and energy-efficient property.

OUR SERVICES
Brand development, graphic design, 3D visualisations, floor plans, real estate marketing, 

IDW S4, copywriting, illustration, final artwork and photography.

GFA - E9, Exposé

GFA - E9, Exposé

GFA - E9, Exposé
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Wassermühle Immobilien - Südcarré, exterior visualisationWassermühle real estate - Südcarré,  Exposé

NEW BUILD – SÜDCARRÉ
The Südcarré is currently under construction as a new build residential complex that be-

autifully matches the architecturally sophisticated surroundings and simultaneously crea-

tes emotional added value in the immediate neighbourhood. 40 condominiums are being 

constructed in the three interconnected residential buildings, with attractively designed 

floor plans and high-quality fittings.

OUR SERVICES
Brand development, graphic design, 3D visualisations, floor plans, real estate marketing, 

copywriting, illustrations, final artwork and photography.

Wassermühle real estate - Südcarré, Exposé
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DITRICHRING – IKS HOLDING
A commercial and residential property with stately Wilhelminian architecture, a prime city 

centre location and excellent opportunities on the rental market for companies looking for 

prestigious rental space in the trade fair city. The property on Dittrichring is situated in the 

heart of Leipzig with unique locational advantages, individually plannable office and com-

mercial space as well as exclusive flats.

OUR SERVICES
Graphic design, real estate marketing, copywriting, illustration, final artwork and photography.

IKS Holding - Exposé Ditrichring

IKS Holding - Exposé Ditrichring
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COMMERCIAL PROPERTY DRESDEN KARREE
In the dresden.karree, the Hirmer Group is presenting an exclusive construction project in 

the west of Dresden, which has completely revitalised and modernised an existing shopping 

centre.

OUR SERVICES
Brand development, graphic design, 3D visualisations, real estate marketing, copywriting, 

illustration and final artwork.

HIRMER Immobilien - dresden.karree, Exposé

HIRMER Immobilien - dresden.karree, Exposé

HIRMER Immobilien - dresden.karree, Exposé
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LISTED PROPERTY Z9
This listed property is located at Zschopauer Straße 9 in Leipzig-Thekla. The building, 

which is used as a care property, catches the eye with its castle look and park-like garden.

OUR SERVICES
Brand development, graphic design, 3D visualisations, floor plans, real estate marketing, 

IDW S4, copywriting, illustration, final artwork and photography.

B&B Capital - Zschopauer Straße 9, Exposé B&B Capital - Zschopauer Straße 9, Exposé
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Graf von Luxburg - Lesley Lofts, Exposé

LOFT – LESLEY LOFTS
12,000 m2 of living space on a 10-hectare site – dimensions of this magnitude would only 

be feasible on a decommissioned military site: the former McNair Barracks, where up to 

2,300 US soldiers were temporarily stationed in Berlin Steglitz-Zehlendorf. The property 

was created from Telefunken production facilities dating from 1938. It now stands as a 

prime example of modern, generously spacious loft housing in the urban centre.

OUR SERVICES
Brand development, graphic design, 3D visualisations, floor plans, real estate marketing, 

copywriting, illustration and final artwork.

Graf von Luxburg - Lesley Lofts, Exposé
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LISTED BUILDING – VILLA FROHNA
The VILLA FROHNA property – a detached corner building in villa style – is situated on 

Oberfrohnaer Straße 6 in the Chemnitz district of Siegmar.

OUR SERVICES
Brand development, graphic design, 3D visualisations, floor plans, real estate marketing, 

copywriting, illustration and final artwork.

Alexander & Fronz - VILLA FROHNA, Exposé

Alexander & Fronz - VILLA FROHNA, Exposé

 39Alexander & Fronz - VILLA FROHNA, Exposé
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TEMPL Gruppe - NEUE ABTEI, Exposé

NEW BUILD – NEUE ABTEI
The listed building on Kirchplatz was erected in 1732 as a Cistercian convent and there-

fore dates from the late Baroque period.  It is being developed by TEMPL Denkmalschutz 

Objektgesellschaft GmbH und Co. KG

OUR SERVICES
Brand development, graphic design, 3D visualisations, floor plans, real estate marketing, 

copywriting, illustration, final artwork and photography.

TEMPL Gruppe - NEUE ABTEI, Exposé
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FALKENSEE
Attractive living in the direct vicinity of Berlin. A modern new-build proper-

ty in a liveable small-town atmosphere, it occupies a key position in the Berlin fore-

land with short and direct connections to both Potsdam and the German capital. 

.

OUR SERVICES
Graphic design, real estate marketing, floor plans, copywriting, illustration, IDW S4 and 

final artwork. 

MAXAR AG - Falkensee, Exposé MAXAR AG - Falkensee, Exposé

MAXAR AG - Falkensee, Exposé
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Repima - Schloßpark, Exposé 

Repima - Schloßpark, Exposé 

LILIENSTEIN PALACE GROUNDS AND  
KÖNIGSTEIN PALACE
It is rare for historical flair, sophisticated location and structural solidity to blend quite so 

harmoniously as they do in this property in Pirna. Perched high above the Elbe river, nest-

led in the grounds of a palace park surrounded by centuries-old copper beeches and lime 

trees, the lavishly renovated Art Nouveau building radiates sublime exclusivity created in 

two construction phases.

OUR SERVICES
Brand development, graphic design, 3D visualisations, floor plans, real estate marketing, 

copywriting, illustration and final artwork.

 45
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TEMPL IMAGE BROCHURE
The TEMPL Group has been designing and realising a large number of challenging real es-

tate projects in eastern Germany since 1993. Indeed, the company has been synonymous 

with meticulous planning and excellent market expertise for more than 20 years.

OUR SERVICES
Graphic design, copywriting, illustration, final artwork and photography. 

Templ Gruppe - Image brochure

Templ Gruppe - Image brochure

Templ Gruppe - Image brochure

 47Templ Gruppe - Image brochure
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GFA - E9A, Exposé GFA - E9A, Exposé

GFA - E9A, Exposé

NEW BUILD PROPERTY E9A
The range of apartments in the new E9A building is tailored especially to the needs of 

urban singles, couples and young families who want to move into a dream home very close 

to the city centre, but still live in the bosom of nature.

OUR SERVICES
Brand development, graphic design, 3D visualisations, floor plans, real estate marketing, 

IDW S4, copywriting, illustration, final artwork and photography.

GFA - E9A, Exposé
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KWP Gruppe - B178, Exposé

KWP Gruppe - B178, Exposé

B178
This new build with its fascinating architecture was constructed as a corner property in 

the Dösen district of Leipzig. From the compact 2-room flat to the exclusive top-floor 

retreat, investors and owner-occupiers were offered a life world with exquisite fixtures 

close to Leipzig’s floodplain landscape.

OUR SERVICES
Brand development, graphic design, 3D visualisations, floor plans, real estate marketing, 

copywriting, illustration, final artwork and photography. 
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OLD GOTTHARD SCHOOL
A historic school building with typical brickwork for its construction period was trans-

formed into a modern living space in the old town of Gotha. It is an extraordinary listed 

building with enchanting architecture, a unique residential flair and immediate proximity 

to the castle park.

OUR SERVICES
Brand development, graphic design, real estate marketing, floor plans, copywriting, photo-

graphy, illustration and final artwork. 

PROINVEST - Old Gotthard school, Exposé
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PROINVEST - Old  Gotthard school, exterior visualisation

PROINVEST - Old Gotthard school, Exposé
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KWP Holding - THE FIVE, Exposé exterior visualisation

THE FIVE
Our residential complex The Five is under construction in Thekla, close to nature yet 

with good connections to the city centre. It comprises three buildings with listed status, 

a new build and a portfolio property with 36 residential units in total. Practical floor 

plans, upscale fixtures and the architectural quality of the harmonious ensemble make 

this listing an interesting choice for anyone wishing to live in a tranquil location or loo-

king for a sound capital investment in a forward-looking project.

OUR SERVICES
Brand development, graphic design, 3D visualisations, floor plans, real estate marketing, 

copywriting, illustration and final artwork.

KWP Holding - THE FIVE, Exposé Cover
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CONDO – NORTH RHINE-WESTPHALIA
Condominiums as a crisis-proof capital investment in Germany’s most populous federal 

state. The featured condominiums are situated in the region's major urban centres or 

their immediate vicinity – all of them viable residential locations designed for stable asset 

accumulation with secure appreciation and lucrative rental yields.

OUR SERVICES
Graphic design, floor plans, real estate marketing, copywriting, illustration and final artwork.

Condo - North Rhine-Westphalia, Exposé

Condo - North Rhine-Westphalia, Exposé

 57Condo - North Rhine-Westphalia, Exposé
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IMMERO Real Estate Group - YUMA-Leipzig, Exposé

IMMERO Real Estate Group - YUMA-Leipzig, Exposé

YUMA – LEIPZIG
YUMA stands for ‘Your Urban Managed Apartment’ and draws on social trends such as 

urbanisation, e-mobility and sustainability – as a highly contemporary alternative to hotel 

rooms or conventional serviced flats.

OUR SERVICES
Brand development, graphic design, 3D visualisations, floor plans, real estate marketing, 

copywriting, illustration, final artwork and photography.
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This brochure contains general information and is intended as guidance. No 

guarantee can be provided for the correctness of the information and no legal 

claims can be established. Detailliebe Werbeagentur UG bears no responsibility 

for the content and is not liable for the use of the information contained herein. 

Information as per: 

May 2023.

Detailliebe Werbeagentur UG

Mölkau City Estate

Kelbestraße 3

04316 Leipzig

Phone:  0341 68676801

Email:  info@detailliebe.de

Web:  www.detailliebe.de

CENTRECREATIVE
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